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took a deep breath and my worst nightmare - I was

become fun and interesting.

playing a different note from
everyone else in the room.

choir, individual lessons,
ensemble playlng and

We then move on to flute

$3rit*st"r $)imy*!"s

at th* f:irst {*n*eii*r'r F{***

{*nvsnti*r:

l-Flh. First Canadian Flute Convention took place in
I eppleby College, Oakville, near Toronto. Residency
I roo-r, concert halls, canteen (with a great choice
of healthy balanced food), and music practice rooms were
all within five minutes walk of each other; the weather was
gorgeous and Lake Ontario was only five minutes walk away.
For a few days we were in Paradise.
The first day started with Atarah Ben-Tovim's 'Let Fluting
begin!' I did a recital which was over by 5.45pm, leaving me
free to enjoy total immersion in the flute atmosphere and

listen to everything

I

could. After dinner, Niall O'Riordan

gave a wonderful recital, playing romantic pieces by Andersen

and Briccialdi. Niall really communicated with his audience
through very musical, thought-through playing. This recital
was followed by Viviana Guzman who played Piazzollis
Libertango and Oblivion Next was a piccolo recital 'by
)ean-Louis Beaumadier, a wonderful performance with an
interesting programme that included pieces of many different
musical styles. After a ten-minute break, the renowned flautist
Robert Aitken gave a recital playing some very beautiful but
well-known variations on famous themes. His programme
also included his own piece, Plainsong, which included many
extended techniques. He also gave an excellent introduction
to each piece: an amazing performance of a technically very
challenging programme.
Next morning, after a walk by the river with fellow players
from the UK, I made my way to the flute stalls to see what was.
on offer. This was followed by a low flutes concert with the
great Peter Sheridan, a fantastic piccolo masterclass given by
Christine Erlander Beard, a movement/dance class by Mark
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And then relief; they were
all playing Hoppy Birthday
to me (attending had been
a birthday present). It was
such a lovely surprise, the

piano.' Isabelle adds, 'the
mix of activities means that
you cover your weaknesses

perfect icebreaker before we

somethingi

got down to more serious

Over a delicious cream
tea during the interval of
the final concert I chatted
with fane, wondering if she
thought she'd be back on
her birthday next summer.
'Well, I shant leave before
I have made sure that my
name is on the list for the

playing togetheri
The'serious playing' fiIled
a busy schedule full of the
activities returning FATBers
have come to expect from the

courses.'In

masterclasses,

volunteers show noticeable

improvements,'

explains

Mary, 'and these classes have

done so much to increase
my confidence. All that we
strive for is demonstrated in

playrng accompanied by the

and manage to shine

at

summer course next year...
and I cant wait!'
|ane, I cant wait to

given by ZoE and Rachael

welcome you back either,
along with other returning
players and new FATBers

Buxton, course accompanist.

yet to discover the

|ane explains further:
'We start each day with
the sort of exercises that
I know I should do but

for themselves. Here's to the

the course highlight, a recital

which usually seem so dull.

With Zoe's leadership they

12
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next 301
Flu|es at

the

courses

Barns courses

are held three tinres a year, in
different venues in the UK and
abroad.
www.fl L,t0sattheba rns.corn

Dannenbring, and talks by different performers, including
Samantha Chang, the event organiser, on how to make your
way as a flute player in todayt world.
It was so wonderful to see so many performers from the
BFS Conventions meeting again at this Canadian convention.
Huge thanks must go to the two real stars of the Convention
Richard Shaw; who accompanied no fewer than 11 recitals,
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and Samantha Chang (a former student of the Royal Academy

mildihfffllmn

of Music in London) who organized the whole event. I look

:ummnm

forward to more Canadian Conventions in the future.
ALENA LUGOVKINA
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joy and a privilege to be invited over to Canada to
t
present my Louis Lot recital with Richard Shaw. I had never
been to Canada before and did not know what to expect;
however I have performed in New York often enough to know
that a few days to recover from jet lag before performing at
my best, would be an advantage. This meant that rehearsals
with Richard were completed before leaving (a wise move
considering Richard was to play for an enormous number of
was a
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